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We report on model studies of stimulated L ! H transitions. These studies use a novel reduced

mesoscale model. Studies reveal that L ! H transitions can be triggered by particle injection into a

subcritical state (i.e., P< PThresh). Particle injection alters the edge mean flow shear via changes of

density and temperature gradients. The change of edge mean flow shear is critical to turbulence collapse

and the subsequent stimulated transition. For low ambient heating, strong injection is predicted to trigger a

transient turbulence collapse. We predict that repetitive injection can maintain the turbulence collapse and

so sustain a driven H-mode-like state. The total number of particles required to induce a transition by

either injection or gas puffing is estimated. Results indicate that the total number of injected particles

required is much smaller than that required for inducing a transition by gas puffing. Thus, we show that

internal injection is more efficient than gas puffing of comparable strength. We also observe that zonal

flows do not play a critical role in stimulated transitions.
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Bifurcations between different system states are ubiqui-
tous in the physics of nonlinear systems. Examples include,
but are not limited to, the transition from overturning cells
to global circulation in Rayleigh-Bénard convection [1],
first and second order phase transition fronts [2,3], non-
linear waves in excitable media [4], etc. The class of state
bifurcations includes transport bifurcations in confined
plasmas, in which the system transitions from a turbulent
state of strong anomalous transport, to a regime of good
confinement. A prime example of such a transition is the
well known L ! H transition [5]. The H mode has now
become ‘‘standard operating procedure’’ for tokamak
plasmas with good confinement [6]. Thus, it is the regime
anticipated for ITER operation, and is thought to be critical
to ignition and burning plasma operation. The L ! H
transition requires sufficient heating, fueling and torque
so as to trigger the formation of an edge transport barrier,
which is effectively a thermal insulation layer supported
by a strongly sheared E" B flow [7]. The sheared flow is
thought to self-organize by a process of multistate evolu-
tion involving zonal flow (ZF) amplification, cyclic oscil-
lations, and eventual ‘‘locking in’’ of a stage of suppressed
turbulence by strong diamagnetic E" B shear [8–12]. The
L ! H transition has a well defined separatrix heat flux
threshold for which the empirical trends have been exten-
sively studied [13,14].

The critical role of the H mode in the ignition of a
burning plasma has motivated an extensive research
effort aimed at achieving control of the L ! H transition
and the associated H ! L back transition and hysteresis
[15]. As a first step toward control, considerable effort
has been expended at understanding (qualitatively and

quantitatively) the sequence of ZF and mean flow (MF)
evolution which occurs during the L ! H transition
[12,16]. Results indicate that above a certain threshold,
Reynolds work of the turbulence on the ZF depletes the
turbulence energy to the point of collapse. Transport is,
thus, drastically reduced. As a consequence, heating and
fueling drive a rapid increase in rpi, generating strong
diamagnetic E" B shear which signals the onset of the H
phase. The physics of this multistep process ultimately sets
the L ! H threshold. A quantitative model of the thresh-
old power scaling is developing, but is not yet complete
[12,14,17].
Control of the L ! H transition and the H ! L back

transition is desirable, on account of the tight margin for
the ITER power threshold and the uncertainty in hysteresis
for ITER. Progress from understanding to achieving con-
trol has been limited. Research work on control has
focused mainly on fueling by strongly pulsed gas puffing
or by supersonic molecular beam injection (SMBI) as
means to improve on standard gas fueling by more effec-
tively optimizing (i.e., increasing) the near edge electric
field shear hVEi0. Experimental results [18–20] indicate
that (i) intense puffing and pellet injection can trigger
transitions, sometimes at substantially subcritical powers,
and (ii) the key element in these transitions seems to be a
rapid change in the edge electric field shear, which is
induced by injection. In particular, injection methods or
procedures which do not significantly change edge hVEi0
seemingly do not induce transitions. In this Letter, we
discuss very significant progress in understanding a class
of ‘‘stimulated’’ L ! H transitions, which occur for P<
PTh. In particular, we present the discovery of a transient
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H-mode state, which can be maintained by repetitive in-
jection. More generally, this Letter elucidates the role of
fueling in the L ! H transition and sheds new light on the
role of zonal flows in the bifurcation process. We present a
testable prediction of the relative timing of zonal flow
Reynolds work and mean flow shearing in both spontane-
ous and stimulated transitions. Such relative timing reveals
much about the mechanism of the transition.

We have developed a five-field (turbulence intensity,
mean square ZF shear, ion pressure p, and density n,
profiles and mean poloidal mass flow), two-predator—
one-prey model of the L ! H transition [12] which incor-
porates a particle source related to internal fueling, and the
associated cooling process enforced by pressure balance.
To address the effect of pellets, SMBI, etc., we include
additional fueling !!n;SMBI and !!p;SMBI in the density and
pressure equation. The density equation change due to
pellet injection or SMBI is

!!n;SMBI #
ISMBI$nref%
"SMBI

X

i
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2
&H$t! ti%

!H$t! ti ! "SMBI%' exp
!
!$a! xdep%2
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"
:

Here, the important parameters characterizing particle in-
jection are ISMBI: the strength of particle injection propor-
tional to the total number of particle injection, "SMBI: the
duration of particle injection, xdep: the deposition depth,
and "x: the width of deposition, (all are illustrated in
Fig. 1). H$t% is Heaviside function. nref # 0:11 is a
coefficient, referring to the density at r=a # 0:975 [See
Fig. 2(d)]. Reference values for these factors are xdep #
0:975$r=a%, "x # 0:02$r=a%, "SMBI # 250$a=cs%, ISMBI #
10–50. These parameters are consistent with realistic
values from SMBI experiments [21].

For the pressure perturbation, we note !!p;SMBI ( 0 on
times long compared to the acoustic time scale "> R=cs,
due to pressure balance. We assume that sound waves
will relax the SMBI-induced pressure perturbation
quickly on the time scale R=cs. Note also that the identity
p # nT implies cooling due to particle injection, i.e.,

!!T;SMBI # !$Tref=nref%!!n;SMBI. Thus, the temperature
decreases due to particle injection, on account of !p( 0.
We model time dependent gas puffing from an edge

source by adding the new term !!n;gp to the density
equation, i.e., !!n;gp # !!a@rfexp&!!$a! r) da%2=
$2L2

dep%"'g$1=2%&H$t! ti% !H$t! ti ! "gp%'. We assume

that gas puffing uniformly modulates fueling effects, thus
neglecting source poloidal and toroidal asymmetry. The
fueling source !a ) !!a, replaces !a, during the time "gp,
where !a represents the fueling source in the density
evolution. The duration of gas puffing is assumed to be
longer than that of particle injection. "SMBI # 250$a=cs% (
1 msec and "gp # 3000$a=cs% ( 10 msec is chosen to be
consistent with experiments [18,21].
Keep in mind that there are many limitations of this

reduced model. Regarding injection, there is no treatment
of the ablation and ionization process. Injection is modeled
as instantaneous, so the time delay related to ionization, etc.,
is not accurately represented. We do not consider toroidal
and poloidal source asymmetry. Also, the model does not
evolve toroidal rotation V#, and so does not account for
possible benefits from reduction in rotation due to injection.
In future work, we will include edge electron temperature
effects on scrape-off-layer heat transport [17], and treat
lower-single-null vs upper-single-null asymmetry [22].
Results for the case in Fig. 2 show that particle injection

triggers a subcritical L ! H transition. We set a moderate
intensity of injection, with shallow deposition. These pa-
rameters are consistent with those from SMBI experiments
[21]. Heating is subcritical (dQ$*$Qcrit!Q%=Qcrit%#0:5),
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FIG. 1 (color online). Illustrations of particle injection,
(a) showing the deposition structure, with the location of depo-
sition xdep, the width of deposition "x, and the intensity of

particle injection ISMBI; (b) showing the time evolution of
particle injection. The duration of particle injection is "SMBI.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Results for model calculation, $ISMBI;
"SMBI; xdep=a; "x=a; dQ% # $30; 250$a=cs%; 0:975; 0:02; 0:5%.
Particle injection occurs during t # 100 000! 100 250$a=cs%.
(a)–(c) Spatiotemporal evolution of turbulence intensity, ZF, and
MF, respectively. Evolution of (d) density and temperature,
(e) turbulence intensity I, and (f) MF shear hVEi02, at r=a #
0:975, respectively. (g), (h), (i) Profiles of !rn, !rT, and
hVEi02 before (blue), during (green), after (red) injection.
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so the system is in L mode, and no limit-cycle oscillation
appears. Here, Q is the ambient heat flux and Qcrit is the
critical heat flux threshold for which the L ! H transition
occurs spontaneously. In Figs. 2(a)–2(c), the L ! H
transition is triggered by the immediate collapse of edge
turbulence upon injection, and the region of turbulence
collapse then expands inward. The excitation of MF shear
follows the turbulence collapse after injection. MF shear
locks inHmode.Due to particle injection, density increases
and temperature decreases, as seen in Fig. 2(d). In Figs. 2(g)
and 2(h), the density gradient peaks at the edge during
injection, and the temperature profile flattens locally there.
After injection, both the temperature and density gradients
remain peaked at the edge. Turbulence is quickly quenched
following injection in Fig. 2(e). After injection, a single
rapid burst in hVEi02 [in Fig. 2(f)] is followed by its relaxa-
tion to the H phase value, with enhanced edge hVEi0 in
Fig. 2(i). Fueling induces transitions by driving the edge
hVEi0 sufficiently to exceed the threshold for quenching
turbulence. We find that deeper injection does not trigger
the L ! H transition, but instead triggers a damped oscil-
lation. There, edge turbulence is not completely quenched
after injection, but recovers during a damped oscillation of
turbulence, ZF, andMF. A key difference from the previous
case is that the edge hVEi0 was not enhanced.

Next, we address the question concerning the relative
merits of gas puffing and SMBI. In particular, we aim to
elucidate precisely how much better SMBI is for triggering
transitions than gas puffing is. Here, we introduce quanti-
tative comparisons of the total number of particles neces-
sary to trigger L ! H transition by SMBI with that using
gas puffing. This comparison is a basic measure of the
relative efficiency of the two fueling methods. We estimate
the total number of particles introduced by gas puffing.
Using !a # 10!4$cs=a%, the critical intensity of gas puff-
ing !!a=!a # 3:6, and "gp # 3000$a=cs%, we find the

total number of particles introduced by gas puffing to be
"Ngp # 1:08. We now compare the number of particles

added by gas puffing to that added by particle injection, by
examining the case of particle injection with edge deposi-
tion, xdep # 1:0. Using the critical intensity of injection

ISMBI # 30, we obtain "NSMBI # 0:083. The comparison
of "Ngp and "NSMBI indicates that particle injection

triggers the transition with much fewer particles than gas
puffing does. The large difference between the total num-
ber of particles indicates that injection causes a large
change in edge profiles and hVEi0, which is essential for
the transition. Short, intense particle pulsation can more
easily induce hVEi0 changes with a smaller total number of
particles. The lesson we learned here is that intense and
rapid particle injection inside the separatrix, as opposed to
slow gas puffing, is optimal for transition.

We find that injection into a subcritical state can trigger a
transient turbulence collapse for a lower ambient heating
power dQ( 0:7. Once the system enters the transient H

mode, weak heating does not sustain a MF shear sufficient
to quench the turbulence. The turbulence then advances or
spreads from the core into the quiescent edge region, as
observed in the H ! L back transition [15,23]. We dis-
cover that sequential, repetitive injection into a subcritical
state can sustain the turbulence collapse, as shown in
Fig. 3. This sustainment of turbulence collapse may be
thought of as a ‘‘driven H mode.’’ Through the repetitive,
sequential injection, edge hVEi0 exhibits continuous
enhancement. By subsequent injection before the system
returns to the L mode, the system can maintain the stimu-
latedH-mode-like state. We find that stronger ISMBI results
in a longer transient H mode. Thus, the important factors
which determine the ‘‘drivenH-mode’’ state are ISMBI, dQ,
and the frequency of sequential particle injection fSMBI.
We now explore the fundamentals of the trigger mecha-

nism for the transitions, with special emphasis on ZFs. In
Fig. 2(b), there is no evidence of a ZF burst prior to, or at
the transition. Rather, the edge hVEi0 indeed seems to be a
key to the stimulated transition. However, without any
external source or noise, and with increasing heat flux,
the L ! H transition spontaneously evolves via the

FIG. 3 (color online). Results of model calculation, (ti#
100000)5000i$a=cs% (i#0;1; . . .) (i.e., sequential shots), $ISMBI;
"SMBI;xdep=a;"x=a;dQ%#$50;250$a=cs%;0:975;0:02;0:7%.): (a)–
(c) spatiotemporal evolution of turbulence intensity, ZF, and MF,
respectively. Repetitive, sequential particle injection sustains
edge hVEi0, thus H mode maintains.
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mediation of ZF, which appears to play a central role [12].
There, the ZF acts as a ‘‘holding pattern’’ in which to store
increasing fluctuation energy without increasing transport,
thus allowing the MF shear to increase and lock in the
transition. In particular, in the spontaneous transition, a
peak in the normalized Reynolds work of the turbulence
on the ZF has been shown to precede the transition [16].
Given the contrast between the findings for spontaneous
and stimulated transitions, further study and clarification
are required.

Based on the predator-prey model, we explore the roles
of ZF andMF in the two kinds of transitions by introducing
the following parameters [12,16]: RT # $0E0=$%L !
"!I%, and RH # $VEV=$%L !"!I%. Here, RT measures
the rate of energy transfer from turbulence into ZF, nor-
malized by the rate of energy input into the turbulence.
When RT exceeds order unity, the turbulence can collapse,
allowing rapid steepening of rp. Turbulence collapse
occurs due to coupling of fluctuation energy to the ZF.
RH is the rate of shearing of the turbulence by the MF,
normalized by the energy input into the turbulence. When
RH exceeds order unity, turbulence is quenched by MF
shearing, leading to locking in of theH mode. We track RT

and RH evolution in both the spontaneous and stimulated
transitions.

For the case of the spontaneous transition [Fig. 4(a)], the
peak of RT at r=a # 1:0 [at time (A)] clearly precedes the
peak in RH at r=a # 1:0 [at time (B)]. This sequence
suggests a causal relation between ZF and MF at the
edge. In contrast, for the case of the stimulated transition
[Fig. 4(b)], the peaks of RT and RH coincide. This result
suggests that the ZF coupling is not critical for stimulated
transitions and that there is no causal link between ZFs and
MFs in such transitions. We note, then, that the sponta-
neous and stimulated transitions take fundamentally differ-
ent routes to achieve transport and profile bifurcation.

To summarize, we have elucidated several key aspects of
the physics of stimulated L ! H transitions, and compared
the evolution of these to those of spontaneous transitions.
A reduced L ! H transition model has been developed to
explore the effect of internal deposition. By using internal
deposition, we can achieve stimulated transitions for lower
ambient heating than we achieve spontaneous transitions
for. Particle injection, i.e., internal fueling near the edge,
can trigger a subcritical L ! H transition. The key effect
caused by injection is a change of edge MF shear !hVEi0
induced by changes of density and temperature gradients.
The density gradient peaks at the edge during injection,
while the temperature profile softens at the edge. Edge
mean shear hVEi0 is shown to be critical to turbulence
collapse and the injection-induced transition. The
injection-induced transition is sensitive to the number of
particles injected per unit time, the location of deposition,
and the degree of heating below the threshold. Strong
injection triggers a transient subcritical turbulence

collapse. Repetitive injection at a period less than the life-
time of the collapsed state can maintain the subcritically
collapsed state, leading to a driven, or ‘‘stimulated’’ H
mode. The total number of particles required to induce a
transition by either injection or gas puffing is estimated.
The total number of injected particles is shown to be
significantly smaller than that added by gas puffing. A
change in edge profiles and hVEi0 is seen to be critical to the
transition—i.e., internal injection is more effective than
gas puffing of comparable strength, for triggering transi-
tions. Bursty or oscillatory behavior of ZFs is not evident
for injection-induced transition. Peaks in time of RT and
RH coincide in the case of stimulated transitions, suggest-
ing there is no causal link between ZFs and MFs for
injection-induced transitions. This is in contrast to sponta-
neous transitions.
Naturally, we ask how these results fit into our under-

standing of the L ! H transition. This finding suggests
that there can be multiple pathways to the transition and
that not all such pathways involve the same mechanism.
So, how do we reconcile the apparent difference in the
evolution of stimulated and spontaneous transitions?
Both transitions consist of heating and fueling, but are
quite different in the distributions of heating and fueling.
The stimulated transition and spontaneous transitions
take fundamentally different routes to achieve transport
and profile bifurcations. The spontaneous transition
achieves the transition via ZF excitation, to reduce tur-
bulence and then steepen rpi. The external injection of
the stimulated transition directly steepens edge hVEi0 and
rpi. Though these routes to transition look different,
increased edge hVEi0 locks in to the H mode in both
cases. The difference between the two transitions lies in
how the state enhanced by edge hVEi0 is achieved. More
generally, there are studies that elucidate the differences
in mechanism between spontaneous and externally
stimulated transition mechanisms.
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FIG. 4 (color online). Temporal evolution of RT and RH, at
various radial locations r=a # 0:95, 0.9625, 0.975, 0.9875, 1.0
for the case of (a) spontaneous, and (b) stimulated L ! H
transitions.
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